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ABSTRACT: Two isostructural highly porous metal−organic frameworks, the well-
known {Cu3(BTC)2}n (BTC = 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate), often appointed with the
name HKUST-1, and {Zn3(BTC)2}n, have been investigated as models for the buildup
of dielectric properties, differentiating the role of chemi- and physisorbed guest
molecules and that of specific intraframework and framework-guest linkages. For this
purpose, electron charge density analysis, impedance spectroscopy, density functional
theory simulations, and atomic partitioning of the polarizabilities have been exploited.
These analyses at different degrees of pores filling enabled one to observe structural
and electronic changes induced by guest molecules, especially when chemisorbed. The
electrostatic potential inside the pores allows one to describe the absorption
mechanism and to estimate the polarization of guests induced by the framework.
The dielectric constant shows very diverse frequency dependence and magnitude of
real and imaginary components as a consequence of (I) capture of guest molecules in
the pores during synthesis, (II) MOF activation, and (III) water absorption from the atmosphere after activation. Comparison
with calculated static-dielectric constant and atomic polarizabilities of the material has allowed for evaluating building blocks’
contribution to the overall property, paving the way for reverse crystal engineering of these species.

■ INTRODUCTION

According to Bersuker’s definition,1 material science is “the
translation from microscopic foundations of matter to
macroscopic performance”. The central paradigm of material
science is the structure−property relationship, which implies
that a specific functionality is activated (or quenched)
depending on both nature and arrangement of atoms,
molecules, and the interactions among them. At the nanoscale
level, these interactions are not governed by classical physics,
but by quantum mechanics. In fact, they depend on the
distribution and flow of electrons in the field generated by their
mutual interplay and the interplay with the nuclei. The field
may also be modified externally, for example, in capacitors.
The modern microelectronic industry is seeking the

downscaling of integrated circuits to enhance the performances
of devices. In this context, there is a huge need for highly
efficient electric insulators. This implies moving from tradi-
tional silica-based materials to air gap ones.2 The fundamental
idea is to build a structure around the lowest possible dielectric
constant (εr) medium, which is vacuum (or air). In this
respect, materials featuring large pores and poorly correlated
scaffolding may serve this purpose. This description seamlessly
fits with that of metal−organic frameworks (MOFs),3 materials
known for more than a couple of decades and nowadays
fabricated with simple and low-cost processes.4,5 Further
attention on this class of materials is driven by the countless
available types of network topologies,6 which enable the fine-
tuning of many properties.7 Their porous structures and the

fact that light atoms (C, H, N, and O) mainly constitute them
infer very low mass (and electron) densities that typically result
in low electric susceptibility as well. In fact, according to rough
estimations of static-εr, MOFs are very promising next
generation interlayer materials.8

Despite this enormous potential, only some studies have
been reported9−19 so far on experimental measurements of
dielectric constant of MOFs. The observations concern
materials featuring different topologies and compositions.
Moreover, they refer to different frequency ranges and
conditions such as temperature and atmosphere. The same
holds true for first-principles simulations,20−22 which may give
more insight in the effective buildup of a property. This lack of
systematic data does not allow much rationalization and
therefore theorization of an optimal structure−property
correlation.
Having this in mind, we have started a project with the aim

of investigating how atomic and electronic structures of MOFs
may affect the dielectric properties featured by these materials.
For this investigation, we selected two isostructural MOFs,
{Cu3(BTC)2}n (1, also known as HKUST-1)23 and
{Zn3(BTC)2}n (2), where BTC = 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate.
They offer a variety of variables that may be changed to
monitor their effect on the dielectric behavior. In addition, we
were motivated by the low refractive index reported for a
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surface-anchored thin film of 1 in the visible light.24 We are
interested to analyze bulk properties over a wider range of
frequencies, in particular lower frequencies for potential
electronics applications, and to assess the key factors that
may tune or trigger them. Our strategy consists of investigating
the sequence from atomic structure to dielectric function
through the electron density distribution and vice versa. The
parameters to be varied are, for example: (a) geometries of the
building blocks; (b) connectivity at metal centers (with
possible ancillary ligands that may deactivate the framework);
(c) different kinds of sorption (chemi- or physi-sorption) on
the internal surfaces and in the channels of the MOFs; and (d)
stereoelectronic differences between an open-shell and a
closed-shell metal ion.
The contribution of the building blocks to the overall

macroscopic properties is disentangled by characterizing the
bonding properties and estimating the electrostatic forces. To
obtain this information, quantum crystallographic studies are
necessary. These include the determination the material
polarizability from impedance spectroscopy, which then
needs to be coupled with first principle simulations to partition
the electron density and dielectric polarizability functions in
terms of the constituting building blocks.
The experimental determination of accurate electron density

distribution in highly porous MOFs has been hampered by the
poor quality of the crystals that do not guarantee the sufficient
X-ray diffraction necessary for the goal. As a matter of fact,
only charge density studies in nonporous metal organic
materials are known.25−28 For this reason, in this study, we
coupled a careful X-ray structural analysis as a function of
pores filling with density functional theory (DFT) simulation
of the electron charge density distribution.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis and Crystal Growth. All chemicals were purchased

commercially and were used as received without further purification.
The syntheses were performed in 50 mL volume Teflon-lined
stainless-steel autoclave reactors. Octahedral single crystals (exposing
the 111 face) and microcrystalline powder of [Cu3(BTC)2]n (1) were
prepared according to the Wu et al.29 strategy. Single crystals with a
size up to 300 μm were grown by increasing the cooling time up to 12
h. Cubic single crystals (exposing the 100 face) of [Zn3(BTC)2]n (2)
were obtained by using the synthesis reported by Feldblyum et al.;30

the size of single crystals was increased up to 250 μm by using 3 times
the reagent’s concentration. The single crystals were washed by
decanting three times with 60 °C DMF and stored in Cl3CH.
MOF Activation. Microcrystalline pellets of 1 were activated by

heating to 200 °C for 20 h at 10−3 mbar. As was reported previously
by Schlichte et al.,31 this treatment retrieves a complete removal of
guest molecules. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) agrees with this
scenario; see the Supporting Information. Activated pellets for
impedance spectroscopy were loaded into the sample holder by
working in a glovebox with N2 atmosphere and ca. 5 ppm of H2O.
More gentle activation treatments were tested on single crystals to
retain high single-crystal quality: (a) Heat. A crystal of 1 was heated
to 373 K under the N2 flow of the cryostat for 3 h. The activated
crystal was in situ cooled to 110 K, and an X-ray data set was
collected. (b) Vacuum and heat. Crystals of 1 were heated in a Shlenk
flask to 373 K upon vacuum (10−2 mbar) for 1.5 h; the temperature
was further increased to 393 K for 1 h and then cooled naturally to
room temperature. To prevent rehydration, the crystals were covered
with Paratone N oil before exposing them to air. (c) Crystals of 1
were heated in a Büchi oven to 373 K upon vacuum (10−2 mbar). The
temperature was increased in ca. 6 h to 473 K and then kept at 473 K
for 12 h. Last, the crystals were cooled naturally to room temperature
in a glovebox with N2 atmosphere and covered with Paratone N oil.

Dielectric Properties. The measurements were carried out with a
Solartron impedance/Gain-Phase analyzer ModulabXM equipped
with XM MFRA 1 MHz and XM MAT 1 MHz control modules. A
12962A sample holder was used with dried powder pellet samples
with a diameter of 25 mm prepared by applying a pressure of 0.2 GPa.
The sample holder consists of a two brass parallel electrodes capacitor
with a 20 mm diameter active area. It is provided with a guard ring,
which, together with a sample diameter bigger than the active
electrode surface, reduces the fringing effect of stray fields at the edge
of tested materials. The sample holder was set in a glovebox with N2
atmosphere to ensure dry measurement conditions. The measurement
parameters were controlled with the ModulabXM software. The
measurement setup consists of a fixed mode generator voltage level of
0 V with amplitude of 100 mV and a frequency sweep from 10 mHz
to 1 MHz. The electronic field is applied between the two electrodes,
across a measured thickness of the sample, at room temperature. Real
(εr′) and imaginary (εr′′) components of εr were obtained from
frequency-dependent impedance measurements.

X-ray Data Collections and Structural Refinement. Crystals
were glued on a glass fiber, and the temperature was set by using an
Oxford Cryostream flow cryostat. Extensive high-resolution data
collections (dmin = 0.50 Å) were performed at 110.0(2) K for
compound 1 subjected to different activation treatments. All
measurements were made on an Oxford Diffraction SuperNova
area-detector diffractometer using mirror optics, monochromated, and
Al filtered32 microsource Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). Data
reductions were performed using CrysAlisPro software.33 Intensities
were analytically corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects, and
for absorption with the Gaussian method based on the crystal shape.
The conventional structural refinement was carried out with
SHELXL.34 Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic
displacement parameters. The hydrogen atom of the BTC aromatic
ring was placed in calculated positions with isotropic displacement
parameters set to 1.2 × Ueq. The residual solvent molecules are highly
disordered, and attempts to locate and refine the solvent peaks were
unsuccessful. Single crystal subjected to different activation strategies
features residuals at apical positions of the paddlewheel as well as in
the center of the pores. The latter being high symmetry sites are
“attractors” of residual density.35−37 These residuals do not affect the
description of the electronic state in the framework. On the other
hand, the residuals close to the paddlewheels are more effectively a
sign of a fraction of guest molecules still coordinated to the framework
and by refining the site occupancy of the oxygen atom of the
coordinated apical molecule a chemisorption degree (CS) was
estimated. The atomic displacement parameter (ADP) was con-
strained to the result refined from data for a crystal stored in MeOH/
H2O after synthesis, assuming in that case a 100% occupancy.
Selected crystallographic data and refinement details are summarized
in the Table SI_1.

DFT Simulations. Periodic Density Functional Theory (p-DFT)
calculations of the electron density distribution, geometry optimiza-
tions, and static dielectric constant were carried out by using
CRYSTAL1438 software. The functional B3LYP was used with basis
pob-TZVP.39 The static dielectric tensor was computed with the
coupled Perturbed Kohn−Sham method as implemented in
CRYSTAL14.38 Gas-phase DFT calculations of the electron density
distribution, geometry optimization, and molecular polarizability upon
e x t e r n a l e l e c t r i c fi e l d o n [M2 (H 2BTC) 4 (H 2O) 2 ] ,
[M2(H2BTC)4(H2O)], or [M2(H2BTC)4] fragments were carried
out with Gaussian 09 code.40 The cluster [M2(H2BTC)4(H2O)2] with
dipole moments of value one or one-half H2O molecule in place of
the coordinated H2O molecules was used to optimize the paddlewheel
geometry upon the only electrostatic effect of apical coordination at
50% or 100% of chemisorption degree, respectively. The B3LYP
functional was employed with the basis sets pob-TZVP,39 6-
311g(2d,2p), and 6-311++g(2d,2p). The topological analysis of the
electron density was performed with AIMAll software.41 PolaBer
software42 was employed to calculate and project atomic polar-
izabilities. The strength of the coordinative interactions between the
metal paddlewheel and the ligands was estimated from the difference
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between the energy of optimized fragments and their assembly. The
energy for the apical interaction between the paddlewheel and the
apical H2O molecule was estimated by in vacuo or periodic DFT
calculations at the levels of theory described before, whereas only in
vacuo DFT calculations were employed to estimate binding energy
between a carboxylate group and paddlewheel. The basis set
superposition error was estimated by counterpoise correction as
implemented in Gaussian 09.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Compounds 1 and 2 are isostructural and crystallize in the
cubic space group Fm3̅m. The three-dimensional periodic
structure is generated by binuclear M(II) paddlewheel
secondary building units (SBUs) connected via the tritopic
1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate organic linker. The framework
features two kinds of intersecting pores with diameters of
about 10 and 15 Å (cyan and green spheres, respectively; see
Figure 1). The theoretical porosity amounts to 69% of the

volume as calculated with a probe radius of 1.2 Å.43 However,
as-synthesized, the samples contain a large amount of solvent
molecules, hosted in the pores. Moreover, the M(II) ions
expand their coordination attaching an additional ligand,
opposed to the M−M bond; see Figure 1b. The nature of the
linkage between guest molecules and host framework as well as
the role of guest molecules in modifying materials properties
have not been deeply investigated despite the paramount
importance and notoriety of this class of MOFs. An atom-
resolved microscope able to protrude inside the pores is not
available, and therefore those main questions must be
answered indirectly by the analysis of bulk electronic
properties, average features of the atomic and electronic
structures, as well as through simulations.
Finely milled powders of 1 lose completely guest molecules

at 200 °C.31 If the sample is heated in a vacuum of 10−3 mbar,
powder X-ray diffraction shows that the characteristic peaks of
the hydrated samples disappear only at 200 °C, in agreement
with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), which presents two
sharp steps connected to solvent loss and decomposition of the
MOF, respectively (see the Supporting Information). On the
other hand, isothermal-TGA at 100 °C indicates that the
activation is only partial at this temperature. In fact, in this
case, an additional step also due to solvent loss appears when

the temperature is further increased. The hygroscopic behavior
of the compound is evident because a sample exposed to air
after activation undergoes new losses of guest molecules in the
TGA before reaching again the activated condition. The guest
molecules trapped in 1 during or after the synthesis, H2O and
MeOH, are volatile, whereas 2 is synthesized in DMF, which is
a high-boiling solvent. Consequently, decomposition of the
framework 2 occurs before reaching complete activation. In
addition, as it has been reported,30 2 suffers from surface
instability, which prevents high degrees of activations because
of pores closure at the surface. Transmetalation, that is, the
exchange of metal ions in the framework when 2 is immersed
in a solution of Cu(II), is also compatible with a lower stability
of the zinc based SBU.44 The instability and the activation
limits of 2 prevent its experimental investigation and potential
application. However, the structural analogy between 1 and 2
allows, through ab initio simulations, one to link stereo-
electronic configurations with dielectric properties and obtain
useful comparative information.
Given the structure of the MOFs, guest molecules can easily

enter both kinds of pores and find three possible accom-
modations: (a) inside the pores without any linkage to the
MOF and featuring a free movement; (b) adsorption on the
internal surfaces; and (c) weak coordination to the metal
centers. The different kinds of sorption must be recognizable
in the dielectric constant of the solid, especially when
molecules are polar and polarizable, dealing with different
mobility of the guest dipoles. The presence of guest molecules
may also affect the framework component of the dielectric
constant. Therefore, impedance spectroscopy over a broad
frequency range was used to measure the complex dielectric
constant (real εr′ and imaginary εr′′) on pellets of 1, subjected
to different treatments and in different atmospheres (Figure 2).

In the range of frequencies investigated (10−2−106 Hz), several
mechanisms may contribute to the dielectric constant, such as
electric polarization, as well as nuclear and ionic displacements
(implying reorientation of permanent dipoles or ion
migration). Instead, electronic absorption occurs at higher
frequencies, and it is of course not relevant for our
investigation.

Figure 1. Optimized crystal structure of {Cu3(BTC)2(H2O)3}n: (a)
unit cell content, intersecting pores are depicted as cyan and green
spheres, (b) paddlewheel with apical ligands, and (c) paddlewheel
without apical ligands.

Figure 2. Real (εr′) and imaginary (εr′′) dielectric constant for 1 as-
synthesized (filled with H2O and MeOH), measured in air after
activation (partially filled with H2O), and measured in N2 after
activation (empty). The inset highlights the differences between
activated samples measured in different atmospheres.
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When 1 is activated and measured in N2 atmosphere, εr′ is
low and remarkably stable against frequency. Under these
conditions, the MOF appears to be an empty object.
Noteworthy, the imaginary component εr′′ is close to zero,
indicating no mobility of ions or dipoles in the entire structure.
On the contrary, when the sample is filled (like as-
synthesized), the guest molecules induce a significant depend-
ence of εr from the frequency; moreover, εr′′ is very large and
it even exceeds εr′ below 0.1 Hz. This trend is symptomatic of
a relevant energy loss due to friction among mobile molecules.
Such a contribution arises from polar guest molecules (H2O or
MeOH) that are not directly attached to the framework surface
and easily move inside the pores. Differently, the εr′′ of an
activated sample measured in air does not overwhelm εr′ at low
frequencies, addressing guest molecules that are less free to
reorient their dipoles upon application of the oscillating field.
This scenario is produced by the hygroscopic character of 1,
which causes a partial adsorption of H2O molecules. The
adsorption first concerns molecules, which are more strongly
interacting with the framework and therefore less movable.
The different amount of guest molecules in these two cases
(nonactivated sample or activated and then partially
rehydrated) emerges also from the high frequency limit of
εr′, reflecting the electronic polarization only. In fact, at 1 MHz
εr′ is 5.163(8) and 3.017(4), for filled and partially filled
samples, respectively, speaking for higher and lower density of
the bulk (hence different content of guest molecules). For
comparison, the fully activated material has a much lower
dielectric constant at high frequency (1.717(3)), which does
not change with frequency, but for the small contribution of
the nuclear polarization of atoms belonging to the framework,
that adds up slowly at frequencies below 0.1 MHz. In keeping
with this interpretation, the DFT calculation of the static
dielectric tensor (i.e., neglecting nuclear displacements) for the
empty framework seamlessly matches the experimental value
(εr,calc = 1.74 vs εr,expt = 1.717(3)). As discussed above,
compound 2 is not measurable in the activated state; therefore,
no comparison is possible, unless using the theoretical
calculations that predict an even lower static-εr′ (1.49); see
Table 1. This is expected due to the inherently lower
polarizability of a closed-shell cation like Zn2+, as compared
to Cu2+.

Three different regimes in the pore-filling process were
identified from the dielectric constant measurements: (a)
empty MOF (or activated), showing no dipole-mobility and
therefore no sign of mobile guest molecules; (b) partially filled
due to partial rehydration after the activation, showing some
dipole-reorientation and higher density; and (c) filled, when
no-activation of the sites has been attempted, showing larger
dielectric constant and dipole-reorientation (Figure 3). This
analysis allows also one to appreciate that different fillings
differ not only in the amount of guest molecules trapped, but
also in the nature of their binding to the framework.

Impedance spectroscopy, however, does not establish
whether the dielectric contributions of guest molecules and
MOF are simply additive, or if they correlate. High-resolution
structural measurements on 1 at different degrees of guest
sorption and theoretical electron charge density modeling may
give more insight into intra- and intermolecular interactions.
This approach requires high quality and large size of the crystal
samples.
Various activation procedures were tested on single crystals

to remove the guest molecules. Harsh conditions (very high
temperature and vacuum) induce a too rapid activation and
lead to severe damage of the samples, which break into
polycrystalline material. It was possible to retain rather high
crystallinity upon activation by using slow temperature
gradients and lower vacuum. These treatments partially
remove the molecules coordinated to the paddlewheel node
and do not allow selective discrimination among different
guests, the coordinated (chemisorbed), the physisorbed, and
the movable (filling) molecules. While 1 showed a remarkable
single-crystal stability with high-resolution (d = 0.5 Å) X-ray
scattering, the isostructural 2 based on the Zn(II) paddlewheel
node turned polycrystalline under any activation condition,
even if mild. Noteworthy, 1 is the only example reported in the
Cambridge Structural Database45 (CSD) in which the copper
paddlewheel is stable without coordinated apical molecules.
Upon activation, a clear color change from cyan to dark blue
occurs. Although the activation process implies also the loss of
the guest molecules coordinated to the paddlewheel, the color
change might not be a consequence of the reduced
coordination number at Cu(II). In fact, the color darkening
starts already at ∼50 °C when the chemisorbed molecules are
not yet removed; see Figure SI_5. As a matter of fact, Cu(II)
does not considerably change its electronic state, given that the
linkage with the guest molecule occurs along a Jahn−Teller
distorted direction (Table 2). The color change is rather
associated with a modified refractive index and absorption
when pores are filled.
In the filled and partially filled samples, the solvent present

in the pores is heavily disordered, which increases the
diffraction background (strongly affected also by the typical
fluorescence of Cu stimulated by the Mo Kα radiation we
used). The disordered solvent molecules cannot be modeled,
and therefore they produce large residual electron density
peaks that affect the quality of refined models. The apical
positions of the paddlewheel can be fully or partially occupied
by coordinated H2O molecules. The estimated chemisorption
degree (CS) for single crystals activated via treatments (a),
(b), and (c) described in the MOF activation section are
55.8(23)%, 28.6(9)%, and 14.3(6)%, respectively, in the
approximation that the as-synthesized sample has CS =

Table 1. Calculated Static Dielectric Constants for 1 and 2,
and Atomic Polarizabilities of the Metal Ions

MOF static-εr αM_ISO (bohr3)

{Cu3(BTC)2}n 1.74 14.592
{[Cu3(BTC)2](H2O)3}n 1.80 14.386
{Zn3(BTC)2}n 1.49 9.162
{[Zn3(BTC)2](H2O)3}n 1.52 9.643

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the porous MOF with different
degrees of filling: (a) empty, (b) partially filled, and (c) filled. The
vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom increase going in the
series: blue, green, and orange.
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100%. The progressively lower percentage of coordinated
apical molecule implies a gradual and continuous shortening of
the Cu−Cu distance in the paddlewheel and related change of
the carboxylate geometry; see Figure 4. The carboxylate

coordination is ideal when there are no molecules apically
coordinated to the paddlewheel. Instead, the extension of Cu−
Cu distance increases the O−C−O and C−O−Cu angles and
perturbs the COO−Cu bonding. The structures refined for CS
= 100% and 55.8(23)% represent models for paddlewheels
coordinated at both apical extremities or only at one,
respectively. Of course, one cannot exclude for CS =
55.8(23)% the disorder between doubly coordinated and
naked paddlewheels. Instead, for CS = 28.6(9)% or 14.3(6)%,
the occupancy is certainly the result of disorder between
different numbers of singularly (or doubly) coordinated and
uncoordinated paddlewheel nodes. However, due to the very

small difference between the atomic positions of the two
limiting geometries (doubly and uncoordinated paddlewheel),
it is not possible to refine two sets of coordinates and therefore
a disordered model. For such a short atomic displacement (ca.
0.1 Å), a very high diffraction resolution would be necessary.46

DFT calculations predict well the trend of the paddlewheel
geometry; however, the absolute values of Cu−Cu distances
strongly depend on the level of theory employed. The problem
was already discussed in literature, either using copper formate
paddlewheel47,48 as a model for in vacuo calculations or
simulating a whole crystal using periodic DFT.49 The latter
reports Cu−Cu distances that match very well our
experimental findings.
The main interaction between guests and framework occurs

at the paddlewheel, the geometry of which is deformed upon
water coordination. The electronic structure of Cu atom is
unaffected by the apical coordination (z direction), as it
remains a d9 metal with dx2y2 half-occupied orbital. Thus, the
distortion is not caused by the stereochemistry at the metal;
see Table 2. We may therefore consider the role of
electrostatics. As a matter of fact, the M−M elongation is
well reproduced by fixing a point dipole (μ = 1.85 D) in place
of the apical ligand (Figure 4). Indeed, the electrostatic
interaction between the dipole moment and the paddlewheel
causes qualitatively the same polarization induced by a water
molecule, as revealed by electron density differences [ρ(pw
+2H2O) − ρ(pw) − 2H2O] and [ρ(pw+2dip) − ρ(pw)] (pw
= paddlewheel) at fixed geometry; see Figure 5. The apical
interaction is therefore mainly electrostatic in nature,50 favored
by the interplay between the negative site of the water
molecule (the O atom) and the positively charged Cu atom,
despite the filled dz2 orbital on the metal pointing toward the
ligand and therefore hampering a genuine coordination. The
ratio between potential and kinetic energy densities at the
bond critical points (|V|/G) as well as the total energy density
(−K) were calculated for the interaction between ligands and
metals; see Table 2.51−53 The correlation between Cu−Cu
distance (hence the CS degree) and bond critical point

Table 2. Selected Bond Critical Point Propertiesa

bond property Cu2(H2BTC)4 Cu2(H2BTC)4(H2O)2 Zn2(H2BTC)4 Zn2(H2BTC)4(H2O)2

M−M d (Å) 2.4622 2.5576 2.6446 2.9194
ρbcp 0.033 0.027 0.017 0.008
▽2ρbcp 0.099 0.086 0.075 0.046
DI 0.131 0.110 0.054 0.019
|V|/G 1.267 1.166 0.944 0.635
−K −0.0090 −0.0043 −0.0010 −0.0030

M−OCO d (Å) 1.9461 1.9787 1.9958 1.9872/2.1049
ρbcp 0.088 0.080 0.078 0.081/0.068
▽2ρbcp 0.467 0.421 0.380 0.396/0.324
DI 0.444 0.402 0.351 0.346/0.304
|V|/G 1.084 1.082 1.111 1.113/1.104
−K −0.0112 −0.0089 −0.0119 −0.0126/−0.0095

M−OH2 d (Å) 2.2359 2.1023
ρbcp 0.046 0.060
▽2ρbcp 0.189 0.271
DI 0.216 0.263
|V|/G 1.112 1.115
−K −0.0061 −0.0088

aρbcp and ∇2ρbcp are the electron density (e/bohr3) and its Laplacian (e/bohr5) at the bond critical point. DI is the delocalization index (electron
pairs), |V|/G is the ratio between potential and kinetic energy densities at the bond critical points, and −K is the total bond energy density at the
bond critical point (hartree/bohr3). The optimized fragments are reported in Figure SI_7.

Figure 4. Dependence of Cu−Cu distance in the paddlewheel as a
function of coordinated apical H2O molecules from experiments as
well as from geometry optimizations with zero, one, or two
chemisorbed water molecules or dipole moments in their place.
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descriptors is linear, showing that the weakening of the Cu−
Cu interaction increases the closed-shell character of this
interaction (see Figure SI_9). The water dipole is so strong
that it attracts the Cu atom and therefore elongates the M−M
bond. The absence of an orbital effect for this elongation is
evident from the analysis of the deformation density in the
region between metals: the polarization induced by the apical
ligand induces charge accumulation in the M−M region, but
this excess of electron density cannot contribute to strengthen
the M−M interaction because it implies further accumulation
in dz2 orbitals, which destabilizes even more the M−M bond.
The same effect, although weaker, is predicted for the Zn(II)
paddlewheel.
The comparison between topological analyses of electron

densities of closed-shell fragments of 1 and 2 confirms that the
bonds between metals and carboxylate groups are stronger for
Cu(II) than for Zn(II), as evident from the distances, ρbcp, and
DI in Table 2. In agreement, calculations of the formation
energy for the interaction between the carboxylate moiety and
the paddlewheel of Cu(II) or Zn(II) retrieve stabilization
energies of ca. −7.95 and −7.80 eV, respectively. This is a
consequence of the different stereoelectronics at the metals,
Cu(II) being open shell and therefore with an orbital
semioccupied and prompt for accepting donation from the
carboxylate groups, whereas Zn(II) is a closed-shell metal,
which can only guarantee electrostatic interactions with all
ligands. Accordingly, the Laplacian of the electron density of 1
shows a region of charge concentration and depletion, whereas
in 2 it is quite spherical (Figure 6). These features justify the
lower dielectric constant calculated for 2. The Laplacian maps

for 1 and 2 show instead similar features along the M−apical
H2O interaction, along which the Laplacian does not show
charge concentrations or depletions (Figure SI_11).
Despite the considerable change of the paddlewheel

geometry between tetra- and penta-coordination of the
metal, the atomic polarizability of the metal is only marginally
affected; see Table 1. Therefore, calculations of static-εr of
frameworks with and without apical water molecules return
values that do not differ considerably. Nevertheless, when
water is coordinated, the framework displays a slightly larger
static dielectric constant due to the additional electrons (and
therefore electric polarizability) of the coordinated guests.
TGA measurements enable one to extract the amount of

water molecules, estimated from the weight loss. For filled and
partially filled materials, these estimations return 240 and 96
molecules per unit cell, respectively. Of these, 48 molecules per
cell can occupy chemisorption sites. The calculated static
polarizability of the coordinated water is 7.4 bohr3, which is
similar to the electronic polarizability obtained for an isolated
H2O molecule (6.9 bohr3). In the limit of additivity, the
dielectric contribution of guest molecules can be explicated
from the total εr and that of the empty framework by the
Lorenz−Lorenz equation.54 Thereafter, the average polar-
izability of guest water molecules (⟨αads⟩) was estimated in the
high frequency regime (106 Hz) with the Clausius−Mossotti
relation.
For 1 filled and partially filled, ⟨αads⟩ is 78 and 200 bohr3,

respectively. These values can be compared to the estimated
water molecule polarizabilities obtained from experimental
dielectric constant of 100.0 for liquid water at 20 °C and 106

Hz (45 bohr3); see Figure SI_8. It emerges that the mobility of
water molecules hosted in the pores of 1 is emphasized thanks
to the larger portion of volume available to them. The
estimated values are significantly larger than those of the static
molecular polarizability of isolated or coordinated water.
The calculated electrostatic potential inside the framework

pores shows that the most positive site coincides in fact with
the apical position of the paddlewheel, making it the most
appealing site for coordination of the nucleophilic part of the
guest molecules (O atoms in water molecules), Figure 7. The
strength of this coordination was estimated from the energy
difference among the optimized geometries calculated with

Figure 5. Difference of electron density: (a) [ρ(pw+2dip) − ρ(pw)]
and (b) [ρ(pw+2H2O) − ρ(pw) − 2H2O]. Blue and red isosurfaces
(±0.002 e/Å3) correspond to positive and negative regions,
respectively.

Figure 6. Laplacian at the metal site in the plane of bonding with the
carboxylate groups: (a) Cu-based paddlewheel and (b) Zn-based
paddlewheel.

Figure 7. Electrostatic potential in the plane 111 for 1; contour levels
are in atomic unit.
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either periodic-DFT or gas-phase DFT of paddlewheel, water
molecule, and paddlewheel with chemisorbed water molecules.
Depending on the kind of calculation, the obtained range is
50−65 kJ/mol, which classifies this interaction as a weak
chemisorption (just above the classical limit of 0.5 eV, or 48
kJ/mol), although, as discussed above, the nature of the
interaction is strongly dictated by electrostatics and therefore
not enormously different from that of physisorption through a
hydrogen bond. Sites where negative charge is in excess are,
instead, identified close to O atoms of the carboxylate groups,
whereas the H terminations of the aromatic rings are mildly
positive. The negative charge sites are suitable for accepting H-
bonds from guest molecules. Because this interaction is weaker
(and without any orbital contribution), the attachment to
these sites is mainly a physisorption. The analysis of the bare
framework does not allow one to identify further sites where
guest molecules interact with each other producing an indirect
sorption to the framework (via the chemi- or physisorbed
molecules). These molecules are intrinsically less organized
and therefore can be more mobile, thus mostly contributing to
the dielectric constant.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have investigated the charge distribution and
the dielectric behavior of a highly porous and well-known
MOF-type, M3(BTC)2·(solvent)x, in view of potential
application of these compounds as low-dielectric constant
materials. The combination of theoretical simulations, X-ray
diffraction, thermal gravimetry, and impedance measurements
enables us to draw the following conclusions:
(a) Empty MOFs are indeed low dielectric constant

materials and insensitive to the field frequency, mainly because
of the large amount of unoccupied and unpolarizable volume
inside the framework.
(b) Guest molecules are easily incorporated in the

framework, during the synthesis or exposure of these materials
to noninert atmosphere. These parasitic molecules significantly
perturb the poorly polarizable volume and enhance the low
and high frequency values of the dielectric constant.
(c) There are three different regimes of sorption, clearly

identified by impedance spectroscopy: (1) chemisorption, due
to molecules coordinated to the metal paddlewheel SBU,
although this interaction remains mostly electrostatic; (2)
physisorption, due to molecules hydrogen-bonded to the
internal surfaces of the MOFs (thanks to specific binding
sites); and (3) mobile molecules in the channels, which are not
sorbed on the internal surfaces of the framework.
(d) The degree of chemisorption induces also some

modifications to the framework, especially the coordination
at apical free sites of the paddlewheels. Although a strict
correlation exists between, for example, M−M distances and
the apical coordination, the static dielectric properties of the
framework are almost unchanged.
This demonstrates the enhanced information on guest

binding modes available when the dielectric properties are
coupled with the information on the static electric field
generated by the MOF. We believe that this study may foster
further investigations combining X-ray diffraction and
impedance spectroscopy, to better depict the charge
distribution and polarizability inside porous MOFs, with the
aim to identify the key features of materials suitable for
fabricating insulating devices necessary for microelectronics.
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